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WARRANTY INFORMATION

We sincerely thank you for your purchase and wish you years of pleasure using it!
Tele Vue Warranty Summary
Eyepieces, Barlows, Powermates, & Paracorr have a “Lifetime Limited” warranty, telescopes & accessories are warranted for 5 years. Electronic parts are warranted for 1 year. Warranty is against defects in
material or workmanship. No other warranty is expressed or implied. No returns without prior authorization. Please keep your receipts in case you need warranty service.
Lifetime Limited Warranty details online: http://bit.ly/TVOPTLIFE
5-Year/1-Year Warranty details online: http://bit.ly/TVOPTLIMITED
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Tele Vue-60 Soft Carry Bag

(TVB-2403)

The Tele Vue 60 soft carry case, as shown above, allows the telescope to be carried either:
 With no tripod hardware attached
 With a quick-release tripod plate attached
 With studs and wing nuts (as shown above) to attach to Tele Vue mounts such as the Tele-Pod.
Note that the dovetail must be adjusted in its mounting block so it nests in the cutout area. If studs and wing
nuts are used, orient with wing nuts horizontal so they rest flat on top of the foam as shown above.
When placing the telescope in its opening, be sure the drawtube and helical are both retracted, and that both
ends are covered with their appropriate caps.
Note the irregular shaped cutout that accepts the 60° Everbrite diagonal as shown above. It is large enough to
accept either the
 60° Everbrite diagonal
 1¼” 90° diagonal
 45° image erector
Leave both ends of diagonal capped when storing, or use a small eyepiece such as a 3mm-6mm Nagler zoom
installed in the diagonal.
You can also place 1¼” eyepieces in the circular cut outs. One of the holes is large enough to accept the
24mm Panoptic, a favorite of ours to get the 4.3° maximum field at 15x that the Tele Vue 60 is capable of
achieving.
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